
Arrival & Departure Instructions - JA Inspire 2022 

Location: KY Exposition Center, 937 Phillips Lane, Louisville, Kentucky 40209 - South Wing B 

Before you leave school       

1. Ensure students bring their workbook and a pencil or pen. No backpacks or purses. 

2. Please display the name of your school in the front right window of the bus. Make a 

sign for each bus. 

3. Make copies of the Bus Driver Map to share with your drivers. 
 

Arrival  

1. When you arrive, a JA representative (or trained volunteer) will visit each bus with a few 

brief instructions. Do not disembark until you receive these instructions. 

2. We are using two bus stops this year, Stop 1 and Stop 2 (refer to Bus Drive Map) 

a. Stop 1 - is for all arrivals 

b. Stop 2- will be used for some of the departures.  

c. Upon arrival, JA will inform each bus driver of their departure time and bus stop 

number.  We will give them these instructions in writing. 

3. There are three lanes on S. Wing Drive (refer to Bus Drive Map) 

a. Lanes 1 and 2 are for drop-offs and pick-ups (the 2 lanes closet to the building) 

b. Lane 3 is for passing only (the far left lane).    

c. Please use lane 3 (on the far left) if you are driving to Bus Stop 2. 

Departure 

1. Your departure time is listed on the back of the school sign that you will be holding (Paint 

stick signs) 

2. At the appropriate times, the disc jockey will announce your school to exit. 

3. An Exit Staging Area is behind the drapes in the exhibit room (on the right when you 

enter). In the Exit Area, form lines and count your students.    

4. If you are missing a student, tell the JA staff located beside the disc jockey.  

5. JA asks you to hold your students in the exit staging area until we know your buses are at 

the curb. 

6. Please walk when exiting. No running. 


